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Abstract: Distance learning environments are increasingly offering more comfort to both learners
and teachers, allowing them to carry out their academic tasks remotely, especially in critical times
where it is difficult, or even dangerous, to bring these actors together in one physical place. Nevertheless, These same environments are complaining about the massive dropout numbers among
their learners. Therefore, designing new intelligent systems capable of reducing these numbers
becomes imperative. This paper proposes a new approach capable of identifying and assisting
endangered learners experiencing difficulties by monitoring and analyzing their behavior inside the
e-learning environment. By building dynamic models to follow the learners’ current situation, the
proposed approach could intervene autonomously to save learners identified as struggling. Relying
on distributed artificial intelligence instead of humans to closely monitor learners within distance
learning environments can be very effective when identifying struggling learners. Furthermore,
targeting these learners with early enough and carefully designed interventions can reduce the
number of dropouts.
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1

Introduction

In traditional classrooms, the teacher is supposed to know if one or more of his learners
are not receiving their instruction well and could drop out. Sometimes, it takes only a
few minutes of conversation to save some of them. However, with the expanding use of
distance learning, the physical interaction between teachers and learners is becoming less
frequent. Decreased physical interaction between the learner and his peers and teachers
can have severe consequences on him, especially when he runs into problems. In this
case, no one is around to notice his condition and step up to help him.
Fortunately, new intelligent tools are continuously being integrated into modern
learning systems, allowing them to automatically detect and even predict such scenarios.
Furthermore, new learning theories evolve every day, focusing on the learner as the
main actor and transforming the learning process into a more adaptive, personalized,
and custom-made operation. Moreover, having early enough feedback from learners can
help understand their situation and predict their potential fall, giving instructors enough
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time to act sooner, preventing them from falling. In addition, allowing learners to be
aware of their current skill level and warning them about likely future threats can have a
decisive effect on preventing them from dropping out. Systems with such capabilities
are often called: Early Warning Systems (EWS)[Sandoval et al., 2018, Howard et al.,
2018, Waddington et al., 2016].
Through the use of means like Learning Analytics (LA) algorithms, it is possible to
analyze the traces left by the learners to identify among them who are most likely to drop
out. Consequently, let the instructors choose between various strategies to communicate
with these learners to help them improve their performance and thus increase learner
retention.
At this point, we may ask some questions:
– In distance learning environments, where we have no prior knowledge about the
learner, can we rely mainly on his performance-based behavior to detect if this
learner is facing difficulties or not?
– If so, can an early intervention save those learners from dropping out?
– Moreover, How efficient this intervention can be to reduce the number of dropouts
inside those environments.
– Finally, what is the best technique to adopt to achieve that goal?
We try to answer those questions by proposing a novel agent-based approach capable
of detecting and assisting at-risk learners based on their detected behavior. The proposed
method comprises autonomous subsystems in constant collaboration and holds intelligent
agents charged to perform specific tasks and have multiple triggers.
This paper is organized as follows:
Section. 2 presents a literature review on learners’ dropout detection. The proposed
approach is described in Section. 3. In Section. 4, the conducted experiment is presented
alongside results and discussion. Finally, the general conclusion, work limitations, and
future works are highlighted in Section. 5.

2

Related works

In recent years, there has been extensive use and considerable interest in using e-learning
systems, especially in crisis times like the Coronavirus pandemic, even though these
systems have some drawbacks like the significant number of learners’ dropouts which
turned out to be a severe problem. Furthermore, even though this problem is well known
in traditional learning, the reasons behind it can be utterly different in distance learning.
For example, issues of isolation, disconnectedness, and lack of technical mastery may be
factors that can increase the ratio of dropout among remote learning students and drive
them to leave online courses [Willging and Johnson, 2019]. It was Richardson-Koehler
and his co-authors who first apply the social constructivist theory to study at-riskiness in
education [Richardson-Koehler et al., 1989]. After that, many works have been conducted
to identify or predict at-risk learners who may face difficulties during their journey to
acquire knowledge.
It is essential to mention here that we did not include “Massive Open Online Courses”
(MOOCs) in our Literature Review search, as it is beyond the interest of this work
that focuses on distance and hybrid education. The majority of the works that we have
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reviewed used Learning Analytics (LA) to identify or predict at-risk learners or foresee
their outcomes.
Recently, LA has attracted increasing attention thanks to its analytical abilities to
provide real-time reports and summaries about learners’ performance and behavior. This
information can be used to identify and focus on under-performing students, allowing
educational institutions to increase their learners’ retention [Dietz-Uhler and Hurn, 2013].
We found a considerable number of developed e-learning systems that are based on
the use of LA. For example, “iMoodle” is an EWS that can predict at-risk students then
intervene to save them [Denden et al., 2019]. “INSPIREus” is another system capable of
analyzing and visualizing some specific indicators in the form of detailed views within an
adaptive educational hypermedia system [Papanikolaou, 2015]. In that direction, [Azcona
and Casey, 2015] have designed a Virtual Classroom Environment (VLE) for learning the
Assembly programming language. The proposed VLE is a real-time dashboard that can
provide teachers with instant feedback on the successful and unsuccessful compilations
of their learners. Finally,“Course Signals” is a web-based system that provides real-time
feedback to students while measuring their engagement based on their interactions with
the Purdue Learning Management System called “Blackboard Vista” [Jayaprakash et al.,
2014, Pistilli and Arnold, 2010].
Each one of the reviewed works has its purpose and uses a different set of indicators.
To understand the relationship between dropout-related works, we have grouped them
according to their respective “Purpose of Research” objectives and the “Used Indicators”.
2.1

Purpose of Research Works

In Table. 1, we have used the “Purpose of Research” as a criterion for grouping the found
scientific works covering the topic of at-risk learners. For each work, we have listed which
indicators have been used. Results show that 36% of the works focused on identifying
learners who are or will be “at-risk,” while 29% of the works tried to predict the outcomes
of the learners rather than simply identifying the at-risk ones themselves. In addition,
15% of the selected works aim to analyze and visualize the learners’ current status in
real-time to both learners and instructors. Systems offering that kind of functionalities
are sometimes called “dashboards.”
2.2

Used Indicators

Even though scientists tried to achieve many goals, they almost relied on similar predictors. We analyzed, then grouped research works that focused on detecting or predicting
struggling learners to see which ones were the most significant indicators or factors used
to identify “at-risk” or learners. We grouped the works into two categories: performancebased and behavioral-based indicators.
In the first group, we found the work of Sandoval and his co-authors, who stated
that the “students’ grade point average (GPA)” was the most relevant indicator among
36 other indicators, followed by “the school in which the students were enrolled” as
a moderately relevant indicator [Sandoval et al., 2018]. In the work of [Howard et al.,
2018], the authors affirm that “continuous assessment” is the best indicator among three
categories: “students’background information,” “students’engagement,” and “continuous
assessment results.”
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Purpose of
Research
Identify or
predict at-risk
learners

Predict learner
outcomes

Analyze and
visualize
learners’
behavior
Describe
dropout
learners’
behavior
Compare predictive models
Measure learner engagement

Works

Used Indicators

[Von Hippel and Hofflinger, Performance
2021]
[Mubarak et al., 2020]
Engagement, Time Series,
Persistence
[Sarra et al., 2019]
Performance, Motivation and
Resilience
[Casey and Azcona, 2017]
Concept reuse
[Kuzilek et al., 2015]
Demographic, Traces
[Abu-Oda and El-Halees, 2015] Traces
[Jayaprakash et al., 2014]
Demographic, Performance,
Assessment
[Yukselturk et al., 2014]
Demographic, Self-Efficacy,
Readiness, Locus of Control,
Previous experience
[Lykourentzou et al., 2009]
Demographic, Performance,
Assessment
[Aggarwal et al., 2021]
Academic History, Demographics, Financial
[Baneres et al., 2019]
Performance
[Denden et al., 2019]
Performance-based Behavior
[Howard et al., 2018]
Demographic Information,
Performance, Assessment
[Sandoval et al., 2018]
Demographic, Performance,
Assessment
[Waddington et al., 2016]
Performance, Academic History
[AL-Malaise et al., 2014]
Performance, Academic History
[Kokoç and Altun, 2021]
Interaction with Dashboard,
Performance
[Azcona and Casey, 2015]
Traces
[Papanikolaou, 2015]
Cognitive and Social indicators
[Lakhal and Khechine, 2021]
Technological, Demographic ,
Social, Psychological
[Zhou et al., 2020]
Academic History, Interaction
Traces, Time Series, Financial
[Maldonado et al., 2021]
Profit Metrics
[Marbouti et al., 2016]
Traces
[Toti et al., 2021]
Performance, Behavioral
[Hussain et al., 2018]
Traces
Total

Nb. Pcg.
9

36%

7

28%

3

13%

2

8%

2

8%

2

8%

25 100%

Table 1: Dropout-related works grouped by ”Purpose of Research”
In the other group, we found the work of Aggarwal and his co-authors who found
that demographic indicators such as “age”, “gender”, “location”,or “family income” are
more significant in predicting the student’s outcome at an early stage..[Aggarwal et al.,
2021]. Furthermore, [Tarimo et al., 2016] affirm that “engagement” and “learning speed”
are the best indicators for the final course grades . You and his co-authors have identified
the “regular study” as the most pertinent indicator of the learners’ performance, same as
to “submission delay“ and “proof of reading” of the course [You, 2016].
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Both performance-based and behavior-based indicators are good indicators. Each
one of them provides a significant amount of valuable information that can be used to
report on the learner’s situation. Therefore, we have chosen to combine them both. We
intend to closely monitor the learners’ behavior while they are performing their online
activities. This behavior Analysis can provide a better perception of the learners’ status,
such as their punctuality, persistence, or even readiness.
Unfortunately, we only found one work [AL-Malaise et al., 2014], that combined
Machine Learning with Multi-Agent System technology to predict the outcomes of
the learners. Even though the nature of the detecting or predicting operation requires
to monitor all the actors’ interactions individually require the use of distributed and
autonomous intelligence to obtain reliable results in a brief time, the only kind of artificial
intelligence presented In most of the studied works, is centralized artificial intelligence
like Machine Learning algorithms or some personalized intelligent algorithms.

3

Agent-based At-risk Learner’s Detection Approach

The main objective of our work is to be able to detect and assist learners who are
experiencing difficulties or are most likely to drop out. The proposed detection process
may rely mainly on the Learner’s performance-based behavior while studying inside the
remote learning environment with no prior knowledge about his previous outcomes. The
proposed approach should meet the following objectives:
1. Build for each learner a model that reflects his performance-based behavior inside
the learning environment.
2. calculate a set of indicators using the available information within the built model.
3. Assess and rate each learner’s situation using a color-coded base (Green, Yellow,
Orange, Red).
4. Display the learner’s situation to both learner and teacher, so these two main actors
will be aware of the actual situation of the learner.
5. In case of detected difficulties, the proposed approach may act autonomously, without
human intervention.
To do so, the “Learner Model Update Subsystem” tracks and collects every learner’s
interaction within the “Conventional e-Learning System.” Then, it builds a contextual
model for each learner and keeps updating it, so it reflects his actual condition in real-time.
Finally, the learners’ models are stored inside the “Learner Model Database” and then
used by the other subsystems.
The ”Difficulties Detection Subsystem” will calculate and store a set of indicators for
each Learner used to assess his condition in real-time. If difficulties are detected, it sends
a message to the ”Intervention Subsystem.” This latter will intervene on the Learner and
takes the appropriate actions (Figure.1).
3.1

The Learner Model Update Subsystem

This subsystem is responsible for creating and updating a contextual Model for each
Learner present in the “Conventional eLearning System.” The other subsystems will use
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Figure 1: General Description of the Proposed Approach
it to detect and assist struggling learners. For example, when the learner enrolls in his
first course, the “Learner Model Update Subsystem” creates a model for this learner and
store it the “Learner Model Database.” The model is continuously updated by all the
subsystems together. Course C in our research comprises a set of LearningObjects LOs
linked between them with a ”prerequisite” relationship and having each an evaluation
test passed before entering the next LO. As a result we have:
– A set of “m” Learners {L1 , L2 , ..., Lm },
– A set of “p” Courses {C1 , C2 , C3 , ..., Cp },
– A a set of “n” LOs for each Course Cj ={LOj1 , LOj2 , LOj3 , ..., LOjn }.
The Model M of the learner Li is defined as M Li (Si , Di ), with:
– Si is the static part of the Model, containing static information like his biographic
and registration information.
– Di is the dynamic part of the Model containing all cognitive and behavioral data
about the learner Li for each enrolled Course Cj (Figure. 2).

Di =

p
[

Cij

(1)

j=1

Formula. 1 defines Di , where Cij is the Course Cj enrolled by the Learner Li and p is
the number of the enrolled courses.
Furthermore, Cij = {CPij , CDSij , CDLij , CPij , CEDij , CDMij }, where:
CDSij : Course Cj Difficulty Status of the Learner Li .
CDLij : Course Cj Difficulty Level.
CPij : Course Cj Progress.
CEDij : Course Cj Enrollment Date.
CDMij : Course Cj Difficulties Matrix.
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CDMij =

n
[

LOijk
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(2)

k=1

Formula. 2 defines the CourseDifficultiesMatrix CDMij , which contains all calculated
variables for the Learner Li towards the Course Cj s, and n is the number of the started
LOs.
LOijk = {LPijk , LADijk , LBSijk , LN Aijk , LSHijk , LP Iijk , LSIijk , LODLijk },
where:
LOPijk : Progress of the Learner Li on of the LO LOk of the Course Cj .
LOADijk : LOk Access Dates.
LOBSijk : LOk Best Score.
LON Aijk : LOk Number of Attempts to pass the evaluation test of LOk .
LOSHijk : LOk Scores History.
LOP Iijk : LOk Primary Indicators values (see Subsec 3.2).
LOSIijk : LOk Secondary Indicators values (see Subsec 3.2).
LODLijk : LOk Difficulty Level.

Figure 2: Contextual model of the Learner Li
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The Difficulty Detection Subsystem

This subsystem is responsible for assessing the condition of each learner towards all his
enrolled courses. For that, it uses two main variables: CourseDifficultyLevel (CDL) and
CourseDifficultyStatus (CDS).
CDL is a percentage value that reflects how many difficulties this Learner is facing
during this Course. On the other hand, CDS is a scalar value used to classify the Learner
in four states.
CDL and CDS are global values calculated for each course. For example, a CDL
value of 100% means the Learner is “in Danger,” while 0% means that he is “Very
Good.” Four Learner states are used and stored into the CDS, by comparing CDL to a
predefined set of static thresholds. CDS value is defined as one of four states, each one
of them is identified visually by a color:
– Green: The learner’s situation is “Very Good.” He is not facing any difficulties does
not need any assistance.
– Yellow: The learner’s situation is “Good.” He is not facing any worrying problems,
and he is most likely to succeed the course without any help.
– Orange: The learner’s situation is “At-Risk.” He is struggling, and there is a good
chance that he will drop out if he did not get serious attention.
– Red: The learner’s situation is “In Danger.” His condition is critical, and he needs
immediate assistance.
The Course CDL is the mean value of the LODLs of all available LOs that compose
this course. So, to calculate the CDL of the Learner Li in the Course Cj CDLij we used
all stored LODLijk (Formula. 3)
Pn
LODLijk
CDLij = k=1
(3)
n
The LODifficultyLevel (LODL) is calculated using a set of indicators. It is essential
to highlight here that even though the LODLs are calculated for each LO separately,
some indicators may need information about previous LOs. Therefore, we grouped used
indicators by importance as Primary and Secondary:
A. Primary indicators are critical. They can easily influence the value of LODL:
1. Maximum Number of evaluation’s Attempts Reached (MNAR) (Subsection.
3.2.1).
2. The Slope of the Last three Attempts’ scores of the Current LO’s evaluation
(SLACLO)(Subsection. 3.2.2).
3. The Slope of regression of the regression the Past three passed LOs’ evaluations
Best Scores (SPLOBS)(Subsection. 3.2.3).
B. Secondary indicators have a marginal influence on the value of LODL:
1. The number of Delay Days past LO deadline (NDDLO) (Subsection. 3.2.4).
2. The Slope of the Number of Attempts regression to pass the of Attempts to pass
the Past three LOs’ evaluation tests (SNAPLO)(Subsection. 3.2.5).
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Each time a Learner access a new LO or an LO deadline is due, a new record is created
the contextual model of this Learner with a value of LODL equals zero. Whenever a
significant change in one of the Primary or Secondary indicators is detected, the LODL is
increased by one of two values: HighWeight (HW) for Primary indicators and LowWeight
(LW) for Secondary ones (Figure. 3). For example, if the third primary SPLOBS indicator
is lower than -0.25, HW3 = 1 .

Figure 3: Flow Diagram of the LODifficultyLevel (LODL) calculation algorithm, based
on Primary and Secondary
indicators
.
HW and LW are assigned values 2 and 1 by default in the system and adjusted by
the Course Teacher (HW has to be greater or equal than LW). As a result, the maximum
value for LODL is eight. When all indicators are present, the LODL will be LODL =
3 ∗ HW + 2 ∗ LW = 3 ∗ 2 + 2 ∗ 1 = 8. Nevertheless, we want the value of LODL as a
percentage, so we divide the LODL value over 8 (Formula 4)).
LODL =

HW1 ∗ 2 + HW2 ∗ 2 + HW3 ∗ 2 + LW1 ∗ 1 + LW2 ∗ 1
8

(4)

At this point, we provide a thorough explanation of the previously mentioned indicators.
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Maximum Number of evaluation’s Attempts Reached (MNAR)

The Learner is allowed to repeat the same evaluation test several times until he succeeds or
reaches the maximum number of repetitions. Whenever a learner attempts an evaluation
test, the number of attempts is stored in his contextual Model alongside each attempt
score. Whenever the number of attempts exceeds a specific threshold, this may hint that
the learner could not pass the test however he tries. Thus, we consider this indicator to
be the most important one that proves the presence of a learner’s critical condition. The
value attributed to this indicator is ”1,” if the threshold is reached; otherwise, its value is
”0.”
3.2.2

The slope of the Last three Attempts’ scores of the Current LO’s evaluation
(SLACLO)

The learner is given the opportunity to repeat the same evaluation test several times until
he succeeds or the maximum number of repetitions is reached. Each time the learner
attempts an evaluation test, his score is stored in his model, whether he passes or fails.
Tracking the variation of these scores may come in handy to understand whether he is
improving or regressing. It can witness whether the Learner is learning from his mistakes
or not. In our case, we calculate the slope of the Last three Attempts’ scores of the Current
LO’s evaluation. We treat each score as a geometric point, with the score value as its y
coordinate and the attempt number as its x coordinate. We have to find the Least Squares
Regression Line slope: y = mx + b that is the closest to these points., where m is the
slope value. We want to minimize the sum of the squares of the vertical distances. That
is finding m and b such that d1 2 + d2 2 + d3 2 is minimum. To calculate the slope m we
use Formula 5.
Pn
Pn
Pn
n i=1 (xi yi ) − i=1 (xi ) i=1 (yi )
P
P
m=
(5)
n
n
2
2
i=1 (xi ) − (
i=1 (xi ))
A positive value of this indicator means that the Learner’s scores keep getting better,
while a negative value indicates that the test scores worsen over time. A zero slope
indicates stagnation, so no improvement and no regression (see Example 1).
Example 1. In the following, we present three calculated slope states examples:
– Improvement : during his first two attempts, the learner could not pass the current
LO’s evaluation test with scores of 30 and 45 over 100, respectively. After his third
attempt, the learner obtained a score of 55, which is above 50, so he passed the test.
The slope of (30, 45, 55) is 12.5, which is the value of our indicator.
– Stagnation : 45, 30, 45 slope is 0, so, no improvement nor regression.
– Regression : 40, 30, 25 slope is -7,5 (Figure. 4).

3.2.3

The slope of regression of the Past three passed LOs’ evaluations Best Scores
(SPLOBS)

As the Learner progress through the Course, he must pass the evaluation tests for the
previous LOs before passing on to the next ones. The best score for each LO is stored
in the Learner Model. The value of this indicator for the current LO is the regression
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LO Evaluation Atempts' Scores

Slope Best Scores

45
40

Attempts’ Scores

40

35
30

30

25

y = -7.5x + 46.667

25

20
1st Attempt

2nd Attempt

3rd Attempt

Figure 4: Example of SLACLO (Regression)
slope of the best scores of the past three LOs. A positive slope indicates that the Learner
is finding his way through the Course and that things are getting easier for him as he
progresses through the Course, while a negative slope indicates that the Course is starting
to become more difficult for him. A zero slope implies stagnation, so there has been no
significant change, either positive or negative (see Example 2).
Example 2. Table. 2 represents an example of a succession of the best scores of a learner
during a course, where each column represents his best score obtained for that LO’s
evaluation test. We can distinguish three states:
LO Nb.
Best score (/100)
Slope

LO1
65

LO2
60

LO3
90

LO4
60
12,5

LO5
50
0

LO6
-20

Table 2: Example of the SPLOBS of a given learner

– Improvement : LO1(65), LO2(60), LO3(90), the slope for LO4 is 12.5 (Figure. 5).
– Stagnation : LO2(60), LO3(90), LO4(60), the slope for LO5 is 0.
– Regression : LO3(90), LO4(60), LO5(50), the slope for LO6 is -20.

3.2.4

Number of Delay Days past LO deadline (NDDLO)

Each LO has a start date and a deadline. We would consider a learner as ”late,” if he
did not access the LO before its due deadline. Each day passes before he access this LO
gives more probability that he is facing problems. However, other possibilities exist,
such as when a learner is lazy or does not care about his curricula. That is why we judged
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Best Scores

Slope Best Scores

85

80

Best Scores

75

65

55

55
50
y = 12.5x + 36.667

45

35
LO1

LO2

LO3

Figure 5: Example of SPLOBS (Improvement)
this indicator as non-conclusive and considered it Secondary. This indicator is updated
every day for all started LOs. Therefore, it is increased by one every day until the learner
finally accesses the concerned LO when its value is permanently fixed.
3.2.5

The slope of regression of the Number of Attempts to pass the Past three
LOs’ evaluation tests (SNAPLO)

Each time a learner attempts an evaluation test, the number of attempts be- fore succeeding
this LO’s evaluation test is increased by one and stored in the learner’s model. To calculate
this indicator, we first fetch the stored numbers of the past three LOs, then we calculate
the slope of regression –except for the first and second LOs–. The positive values of this
indicator imply that the learner is finding it increasingly difficult to take the evaluation
tests, causing him to attempt the tests more often than last time. In contrast, negative
values are a good sign indicating that the learner is doing better. As with the previous
indicator, there are many other scenarios where the learner is likely to repeat the tests
more than once (see Example 3).
Example 3. In LO1, the learner attempted the evaluation test three times before passing
on the fourth one. Then, two times in LO2 and three times in LO3. To calculate this
indicator for LO4, we use the information from LO1, LO2, and LO3. The calculated
slope for (2, 2, 3) is 0.5. However, in this case, a positive value means that the Learner is
making more and more attempts before passing the assessment test, which means that he
is struggling (Figure. 6).
3.3

The Intervention Subsystem

It is responsible for taking the necessary actions to save the learners, either by contacting
the Learner himself or by warning another actor that can intervene with the learner,
like the teacher. It pushes system notifications to learners and the teachers about any
probably faced critical situation. For the Learner, it displays his actual situation analysis.
On the other hand, the teacher receives weekly reports about his learners’ achievements,
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LO Evaluation Atempts' Scores

Slope Best Scores

3.5

Nb Of Attempts

3

2.5

y = 0.5x + 1.3333
2

2

LO4

LO5

1.5
LO6

Figure 6: Example of SNAPLO.
progress, and, more importantly, about learners identified as ”at-risk.” Furthermore, it
also sends emails and SMSs to learners and teachers and thus ensuring that all the actors
are informed even if they do not enter the e-learning system.
3.4

Intelligent Agents

Tracking and monitoring each learner is tedious work for humans. The proposed approach
comprises intelligent and autonomous subsystems, which collaborate to accomplish the
system’s main goals with minimum human intervention. Each subsystem relies on a
set of cognitive agents. As shown in Figure. 7, four types of agents are used. They are
distributed as follows:
A. The Learner Model Update Subsystem: uses one type of agents:
1. PersonalAgent: This agent creates and then keeps updating the contextual
Model of the Learner. One instance of this agent is associated with each Learner,
and each time the Learner access the System, his PersonalAgent is activated and
put to work.
B. The Difficulties Detection Subsystem: rely on two types of agents:
1. ContinuousControlAgent: This agent performs all time-related tasks and checks
the learners’ persistence. One instance of this agent is associated with each course.
This agent is triggered one time each day.
2. DifficultyDetectionAgent: This agent calculates the CourseDifficultyLevel of
every Learner in real-time. In case of any detected difficulties, it notifies the
intervention agent of any noticed difficulties. One instance of this agent is
associated with each course. This agent is triggered on the first day of the course
and discarded on the last day.
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C. The Intervention Subsystem: needs one type of agents:
1. InterventionAgent: The role of this agent is to take action to save detected or
predicted in-distress learners. One instance of this agent is associated with each
course.
Appendix A gives more details about used intelligent agents.

Figure 7: Intelligent Agents of the Proposed Approach.

3.4.1

Difficulty detection and intervention scenario

Figure. 8 illustrates a detection and intervention scenario undertaken by the proposed
system on a Learner A. All the LearnerA actions and the system’s reactions are enumerated
and explained in the figure. The figure also illustrates the complete architecture of the
proposed intelligent system, including all interactions between the different agents’
modules and the system.

4

Experiment and Results Discussion

To validate the proposed approach, we have conducted an experiment on second year
computer science students from the University of Guelma, in April 2020 and during
the Coronavirus mandatory home confinement. In this test, we aim to measure the
effectiveness of the proposed technique on: (1) Reducing the number of drop-out students,
(2) improving the cognitive level of students. A new system based on PHP scripting
language called “LearnDiP 1 ” was designed, coded, and hosted separately from the
university and the access was granted to students from any connected device such as
PCs, Laptops, or Phones (Figure. 9). A newly created Gmail account was used to create
a dedicated YouTube channel and a Facebook page. They were made available for the
students to answer their questions and inquires
1

Learning Difficulties Prevention: https://bit.ly/learndip
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Figure 8: System Architecture.
4.1

Participants

A total of 40 students have participated in this experiment. They were randomly assigned
to two groups. The first Group is the Test Group (TG), composed of 20 students who
received assistance during the experiment and were well-aware of their situation through
the informative dashboard. The second Group is the Control Group (CG), composed of
20 students who did not receive any assistance during the experiment and were unaware
of their situation.
4.2

Methodology

Registered students can attend the ”Theory of Languages” course, composed of four LOs,
each having an evaluation test consisting of a set of questions in the form of a Multiple
Choice Question (MCQ). The student must pass the test before moving on to the next
one. To compute The Learner Li score in the evaluation test of the LOk , we divide the
number of correct answers on the total number of questions (Formula 6).
Score (Li )j =

N umber of correct answersj
T otal N umber of questionsJ

(6)

For both groups, the same teacher instructed the course to ensure equitable conditions
regarding the quality. In addition, both groups have no prior knowledge of the course,
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Figure 9: Screenshots of LearnDiP system
have no experience with any distance learning system before, and use the System for the
first time. Our experiment would consider a learner a ”dropout” if he failed to access
LO4 . We conducted a ”Before/After status” experiment with two randomly assigned and
independent groups to see the proposed approach’s effectiveness. In the first stage, we
will compare the number of dropouts inside these two groups to check if the application
of the proposed approach has reduced the number of dropouts. In the next stage, we
calculate and compare the two groups’ cognitive levels to see any improvement in the
TG compared to the CG. The cognitive level in the Pretest and Posttest are given in
formulas (7) and (8) respectively.
pretestCognitiveLevel(Li ) =

Score(Li )1 + Score(Li )2
2

post-testCognitiveLevel(Li ) = Score(Li )3

(7)
(8)

Among 52 subscribed students, 77% of them (40 students) have studied in the system.
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Our working sample ware randomly divided into two groups Test Group (TG) and Control
Group (CG), composed of 20 students each. 55% of participant students (22 students)
have dropped out, while 45% (18 students) have made it to the end. The majority of
droppers (73%) are from the CG, while 27% are from the TG (Table. 3).
Passed Learners
Nb.
Pcg.
14
78%
4
22%
18
100%

Test Group
Control Group
Total

Dropped Learners
Nb.
Pcg.
6
27%
16
73%
22
100%

Table 3: Dropout statistics among TG and CG
Thus, the number of droppers is minimal in the TG. That means that the intelligent
detection and intervention of our system LearnDiP is efficient. Nevertheless, we need to
prove the efficiency of getting assistance from LearnDiP statistically, that why we need
to apply statistical tests to see if there is a statically significant improvement and, if yes,
how significant this improvement is.
4.3
4.3.1

Results and Discussion
Normality Test

In order to be able to choose the appropriate test, we first conducted normality tests with
these hypotheses:
– H0 : The sample data are not significantly different from a normal population.
– H1 : The sample data are significantly different from a normal population.
Obtained results from conducted normality tests: Kolmogorov-Smirnov and ShapiroWilk are shown in Table. (4). In both tests, we rejected H0 only for TG during the Pretest
and accepted it for all the other three cases, which means that most of our data-set is not
normally distributed. The non-normality distribution is due to the large number of null
scores caused by the dropouts, making it significantly different from normal (Figure. 10).
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic
df
Sig.
Control
.211
20
.020
Pretest
Test
.154
20
.200
Control
.453
20
.000
Post_Test
Test
.201
20
.034
. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
Group

Table 4: Tests of Normality

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
df
Sig.
.819
20
.002
.928
20
.139
.585
20
.000
.850
20
.005
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(a) TG Pretest

(b) CG Pretest

(c) TG Post-test

(d) CG Post-test

Figure 10: Distribution of pretest and post-test values for TG and CG
4.3.2

Mann-Whitney U Test

Because our data-set is not normally distributed, we conducted the Mann- Whitney
non-parametric U test (Wilcoxon test for independent samples) with these hypotheses:
– H01 : The Pretest distribution is the same across categories of Group (test, control).
– H11 : The distribution of the Pretest is not the same across categories of the Group.
– H02 : The distribution of the Posttest is the same across categories of the Group.
– H12 : The distribution of the Posttest is not the same across categories of the Group.
The Pvalue of H01 is P > 0.05, so we accept H01 stating that there was no significant
difference between the cognitive levels of the two groups during the ”Pretest” phase
(before any intervention of LearnDiP on the TG). On the other hand, the Pvalue of H02 is
P < 0.05. So, we reject H02 in favor of H12 . Therefore, we accept a significant difference
between the TG and CG cognitive levels after the intervention of LearnDiP on the TG.
All the details of the conducted ”U Test” are presented in Table. 5.
In Figure. 11, the Mean of TG distribution during the Posttest is way higher than
CG. Therefore, the difference found in the test is in favor of the TG. Moreover, Figure.
12a) shows that the distribution of CG results was slightly better than TG before the
intervention of our system. On the contrary, Figure. (12b) shows that the distribution of
the TG results was way better than that of CG.
In conclusion, all the results of the tests prove the efficacy of the proposed system
and, more importantly, the efficiency of the proposed approach in detecting and saving
at-risk learners and enhancing their cognitive level.
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Total N
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Test Statistic
Standard Error
Standardized Test Statistic
Asymptotic Sig.(2-sided test)
Exact Sig.(2-sided test)
(a) Pretest across Group

40
192.500
402.500
192.500
36.608
-.205
.838
.841
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Total N
40
Mann-Whitney U
281.500
Wilcoxon W
491.500
Test Statistic
281.500
Standard Error
33.667
Standardized Test Statistic
2.421
Asymptotic Sig.(2-sided test)
.015
Exact Sig.(2-sided test)
.026
(b) Post-test across Group

Table 5: Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U Test Summary Pretest and Post-test
across Group

(a) Pretest

(b) Post_Test

Figure 11: Differences in means of pretest and post-test values for TG and CG

(a) Pretest

(b) Post-test

Figure 12: Independent Samples of the pretest and post-test values for TG and CG
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Conclusion

Distance learning environments have proven to be very useful, especially in difficult
times such as the Coronavirus pandemic. Unfortunately, the use of this type of environment is not without a price. Excessive numbers of dropout learners, among other
problems, remain a considerable problem, as in the case of Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs)[Capuano et al., 2020, Halawa et al., 2014]. Therefore, many researchers have
been motivated to conduct more and more studies to understand the reasons behind this
problem or develop new techniques that could improve the learners’ cognitive level and
thus reduce those numbers [Tadjer et al., 2020]. Understanding why a learner drops out
can be very useful when establishing new algorithms and techniques to reduce dropouts.
In addition, it is imperative to find meaningful indicators that might reflect the learner’s
status, as in struggling or confronting problems. The behavioral and cognitive-based
indicators are the most widely used against other indicators like biographical or social
indicators or even psychological indicators that seem very difficult to calculate.
In this work, we have presented a new agent-based approach capable of identifying
and helping learners in critical situations, thus preventing them from dropping out. The
proposed approach uses four different types of agents which collaborate to detect, help
and rescue at-risk learners. The detection process starts by building a model for each
learner based on gathered traces of this learner. The information stored in the learner’s
Model is then used to establish a difficulty level for each enrolled course by this learner.
Finally, the course difficulty level is computed and continuously updated using all its
available LO’s difficulty levels. Each LO’s difficulty level is computed based on two
types of indicators, primary and secondary. If a learner is identified as ”at-risk,” the
intervention process is automatically invoked to take action.
In order to validate the proposed approach, an experiment was conducted within a
higher education establishment. The experiment results support the fact that it is possible
to rely on behavioral-based indicators to diagnose and save at-risk learners correctly and
thus reduce the number of learners who give up. Furthermore, collected data during the
experiment can be used afterward to predict similar cases of learners who may encounter
the same difficulties in the future.
Because the university in which the study was performed was not prepared for
scenarios like the Coronavirus pandemic and had no possession of any students numeric
directory containing their emails or cellphone numbers, we had a hard time reaching the
students to inform them about the availability of the experiment’s system, so that they
could take their courses online. As a result, the number of participants was a bit small
and not as we had hoped.
Moreover, and even though the experiment’s system was equipped with a user-friendly
help system that included numerous videos explaining how to sub- scribe and use the
system and also how to choose a valid username and a secure password, a considerable
number of participating students had a hard time subscribing in the system. This situation
has led us to wonder about the impact of the ICT’s mastery on the quality of distance
learning and whether it influences the learners’ decision to carry on or quit their study
within these systems?
Also, and due to the time required by the proposed system to start identifying at-risk
learners (even though this time is reduced to only two LOs), some learners decided to
quit during that time. That situation has made us wonder if there is anything to do to save
those learners. Therefore, we came up with the idea to treat all the learners as ”at-risk”
during the first two LOs. In that way, we could buy some time for the detection system
to evaluate the status of the learners, and maybe we could keep them from withdrawing
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before the system is ready. Moreover, it is better if the system detects and can predict
the learners who are more likely to drop out. We intend to implement and test all those
ideas in our future works. Moreover, we intend to enhance our intervention strategy and
make it more user-friendly by using a companion agent, for example, or transforming
the look of the system to be more ”social media” similar, because we found out that the
students are more familiar with the use of social media applications than those of email
or learning system.
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Appendices
Appendix A Intelligent Agents Details
Name
Tasks
Objectives Number
Functions
1.
- It creates new Feeds the One (01) CreateModel: it creates a new
Personal contextual model learners’
agent
contextual model for a learner
Agent
for newly enrolled contextual per
if non-existent.
Learners.
models with Learner UpdateModel: updates the
- It updates the collected
learner contextual model. It
Learner contextual traces.
runs each time there a change
model towards all
in the status of the learner.
LOs in all Courses.
2.
- It analyzes each - Follow-up One (01) Count Learning Delay: it
Contin- learner’s model to of essential agent
checks for each learner if he
uous
evaluate if a learner dates
per
accessed or not the active LO.
Control is falling behind. (start
and Course UpdateModel: it updates the
Agent
- It updates the end of each
learner’s model, used later by
learner model ac- activity)
the Difficulty Detection Agent
cordingly.
- Follow-up
to evaluate the learner’s indi- It notifies the of learners’
cators like his state.
Difficulty Detection attendance
NotifyDDAgent: If the numAgent if delays in academic
ber of delay days is more sigpassed thresholds activities.
nificant than a certain threshto enable this latter
old, it notifies the Difficulty
to calculate the
Detection Agent.
DifficultyLevels
using the other
indicators.
3.
- It calculates the Ensures that One (01) CaclulateIndicators:
it
Difficulty DifficultyLevel for learners can agent
calculates the DifficultyLevel
Detection each LO.
pursue their per
for each learner in each LO,
Agent
- It analyzes each learning
Course used later to find the course
learner model to without
difficulty level for each
assess if the learner problems by
learner.
is struggling.
identifying
UpdateModel: it updates
- It updates the those who
the learner’s model, with
learner model ac- have probthe learner calculated status,
cordingly.
lems so they
indicators and variables.
- It notifies the are targeted
NotifyIntervAgent: If a
intervention agent by intervenlearner is identified as strugto take the nec- tions.
gling, it sends a message to
essary action if
notify the Intervention Agent.
any difficulties are
detected
Table A.1 – Intelligent Agents tasks, objectives and functions
(Continued on the next page)
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Name
4.
Intervention
Agent
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Tasks
Objectives Number
Functions
- It takes the neces- Provides
One (01) SendMessageToLearner: It
sary actions to save at-risk
agent
sends a message to the learner
learners
learners with per
about his performance.
- Sends messages to necessary Course SendMessageToTeacher:
both learners and assistance.
Send a message to the teacher
teachers about critiabout the performance of the
cal situations.
learner.
Table A.1 – Intelligent Agents tasks, objectives and functions
(Continued from the previous page)

